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Latest Featured




LIVE UPDATES: Israel continues airstrikes on Gaza on Eid Al-Fitr 1st day

On the first day of Muslims' main festival, Eid Al-Fitr, the Israeli army said, on Wednesday, that its forces carried out dozens of air strikes on various parts of the Gaza Strip
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Hamas chief Ismail Haniyeh’s 3 sons killed in Israeli air strike on Gaza

Three sons of the head of the political bureau of Hamas, Ismail Haniyeh, along...
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Israeli army continues genocide crimes in Gaza during Eid al-Fitr: Media Office

The Israeli army continues with relentless genocide crimes in the Gaza Strip at the...
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Will the ICJ try Israel on charges of apartheid? MEMO in Conversation with Victor Kattan

Will the UN reactivate the Special Committee Against Apartheid to end Israel's years-long abuse of Palestinians? And will the World Court try the occupation state and bring an end to its abuses? Join us as we discuss what measures are being taken on a world stage to tackle Israel's aggressions.
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	News

US does not believe Israel is committing genocide in Gaza: Defence chief 

	Videos & Photo Stories

Palestine This Week: Israel's AI war machine and the targeting of civilians 

	Article

Germany, Gaza and the World Court: Broadening the scope of genocide 

	News

Over 60,000 Palestinians offer Eid Al-Fitr prayer at Al-Aqsa Mosque 

	Article

Israel strike on Iranian Embassy: A grave threat to global diplomatic laws 

	Videos & Photo Stories

Will the ICJ try Israel on charges of apartheid? MEMO in Conversation with Victor Kattan 









	Videos & Photo Stories

Gaza's children are being starved to death: MEMO in Conversation with Alexandra Saieh 

	News

Israel targeted foreign aid workers so Palestinians could starve quietly, UN rapporteur says 

	Article

Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack 

	Article

Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid 

	News

Israel journalist compares WCK workers’ killing to army slaying hostages in Gaza while waving white flag 

	News

More aid workers killed in Gaza than in all wars over last 30 years combined 
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Hamas chief Ismail Haniyeh’s 3 sons killed in Israeli air strike on Gaza
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Israeli army continues genocide crimes in Gaza during Eid al-Fitr: Media Office
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Israel mulling conditional release of 900 Palestinian prisoners in exchange for 40 hostages
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Over 60,000 Palestinians offer Eid Al-Fitr prayer at Al-Aqsa Mosque
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Israel continues airstrikes on Gaza on Eid Al-Fitr 1st day
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Iran: Khamenei says Israel 'must be punished' for Syria embassy attack
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USAID chief Power sees 'sea change' in assistance for Gaza, wants more
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Biden says Netanyahu is making 'a mistake' with his approach to war on Gaza
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Massive fire erupts at Nasser Hospital in Gaza on Eid Al-Fitr eve
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US Senator Elizabeth Warren says there is ‘ample evidence’ of Israel genocide in Gaza
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Activists protest UK Labour leader, demanding end arms sales to Israel
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US does not believe Israel is committing genocide in Gaza: Defence chief
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'Days of blank cheques for Israel sort of done': Former US Army officer




	
Anadolu Agency



	
With the number of those killed in Israel’s war on Gaza since 7 October last year recently surpassing 33,000, and the deaths last week of seven aid workers with...
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Are Iran drones turning the tide of Sudan civil war?
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Israel strike on Iranian Embassy: A grave threat to global diplomatic laws
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Germany, Gaza and the World Court: Broadening the scope of genocide
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Biden's bias toward Israel transcends his humanity
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The Gulf states will not move against Yemen’s Houthis without decisive Western intervention
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Killing humanitarian workers as a strategy: Israel’s endgame in Gaza
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Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack 
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Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid 







	


	Dr. Imran Khalid






Why has Netanyahu started the next round by attacking the Iran Consulate? 
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6 months on, where do Israel and the Palestinian resistance stand? 
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Iran dance in Sudan war-torn terrain 







	


	Nidal Adaileh






Jordan's security is a red line, Hamas says 
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Will the ICJ try Israel on charges of apartheid? MEMO in Conversation with Victor Kattan
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Gaza resident finds 83-year-old father dead at Shifa after Israeli raid
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Palestine This Week: Israel's AI war machine and the targeting of civilians
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Air drops & air strikes: Gaza's aid fallacy
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High rates of malnutrition impacting children and premature babies in Gaza
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‘We are the main characters in the greatest story ever told’
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Khan Yunis left in ruins after Israeli forces’ withdrawal
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Bill Maher claims Palestine belongs to Jews
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	Muhammad Hussein





The Gulf states will not move against Yemen’s Houthis without decisive Western intervention
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	Anjuman Rahman





‘The world wants Gaza to burn, why else are they all just sitting and watching us die?’
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	Dr Ramzy Baroud





Killing humanitarian workers as a strategy: Israel’s endgame in Gaza
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	Mahmoud Hassan





What did Sisi say, and what did he mean?
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	Eman Abusidu





Brazil sees 'Palestine Square' reopened in southern city
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	Motasem A Dalloul





6 months on, where do Israel and the Palestinian resistance stand?
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	Dr Amira Abo el-Fetouh





Why didn’t the US use its veto against the UN Security Council ceasefire resolution?
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	Naima Morelli





Change made visible: Interview with artist Mandy El-Sayegh
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	Nasim Ahmed





Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid
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	Ramona Wadi





Appeasing Israel prevents neither deliberate air strikes nor genocide
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	Dr Mustafa Fetouri





Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack
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	Wafa Aludaini





‘These airdrops claim our lives’: Aid airdrops reveal international failure and complicity in dehumanising Palestinians
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Will the ICJ try Israel on charges of apartheid? MEMO in Conversation with Victor Kattan

Will the UN reactivate the Special Committee Against Apartheid to end Israel’s years-long abuse of Palestinians? And will the World Court try the occupation state and bring an end to its abuses? Join us as we discuss what measures are being taken on a world stage to tackle Israel’s aggressions.
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‘The world wants Gaza to burn, why else are they all just sitting and watching us die?’

Ahmed Suhail Al-Hattab had eagerly awaited for the month of Ramadan, anticipating the warmth of family and friends gathering for the cherished tradition of iftar – the break fast meal – at his home in Tel Al-Hawa, nestled in the southern reaches of Gaza City. For as long as he can remember, the spirited atmosphere of visiting night markets and illuminating lanterns with the neighbourhood children had filled the holy month with joy, etching memories that spanned over two decades. Yet, Ahmed’s hopes for a traditional celebration were dashed as bombs continued to fall on the besieged enclave and famine edges closer. The vibrant colours of festive lanterns have been replaced by the sombre hues of destruction, while the lively […]
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Refuge and Resistance: Palestinians and the International Refugee System

Reading Anne Irfan’s study on Palestinians and the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) at a time when Israel is committing genocide in Gaza illustrates how the allegedly apolitical premise of the UN cannot translate to neutrality, given that the agency is enmeshed with the UN, its donors and the Palestinian people themselves. While UNRWA’s mandate was primarily restricted to offering aid on a temporary basis, Israeli colonialism and the Israeli government’s refusal to allow Palestinians to return to their home transformed UNRWA. Mainly funded by powerful countries that hold a seat at the UN Security Council, Irfan’s book traces various strands of history and how these intertwine with internationalism, imperialism, Israeli colonisation and Palestinian refugees. Following […]
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Sfeeha (Meat pies)

I was always a little intimidated or hesitant to make dough and I know I am not ...
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